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Over the ye訂 s，the physical properties of charged particles in solutions have been central reserch subjects 
in physical chemistry， and they stil provide many unsolved fundamental problems. In this presentation， 
we report both static and dynamic nonlinear effects of charged particles in nematic liquid crystals. 
2 乱fodel
Recently， one of the authors presented a general Ginzburg-Landau theory for the electric field effects in 

















where fLdG is the Landau-de Gennes free energy density， the second term is the Frank energy density， 
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and the last term is the electric contribution. The dielectric tensor i depends on Q as i = (;0 J +(;1 Q. 
←， 
Thus， the electric potential <T is given by solving the equation ¥7. i . ¥7φ= -41"ρ. Based on the above 
free energy and the elecric potential， we numerically investigate charge effects in nematic liquid crystals， 
by solving 1iquid crystal hydrodynamic equations in 3D. 
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3 Numerical Results 
First， we show contour surfaces of the Frank elastic energy density around a chraged particle in nematic 
states in Fig.1. We can see the charge-induced anchoring， which becomes more remarkable with increasing 
E1/EO・
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Figure 1: Contour surfaces of the Frank energy density LIY' Q 12/2 = L/400C'1. 
Next， we examine the dynamics of a charged particle under constant electric fields for various values 
of f.1/Eo・InFig.2(a)， the effective mobility of the charged particle for relatively weak applied fields in 
steady states is plotted. Our numerical results predict that the effective mobility decreases出(f.1/f.0)-1/3.
This should be because the spacial region where the director orientations are strongly deformed expands， 
so th叫 theStokes radius of a particle inc阿部es.In Fig.2(b)， we show non-stationary defect structures 
and velocity fields for relatively strong applied field and f.1/ f.oニ1.5.Tn this case， the Saturn-ri時 shrinks，
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Figure 2: (a)Effective mobility observed in steady states. (b)Non-司stationarydefect structures and velocity fields 
for relatively strong electric field. 
In this presentation， we also report frequency dependencies of the e百cetivemovility， and nonlinear 
and nonequilibrium effects of many charged particles which are immersed in nematic liquid crystals. . 
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